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Australia Party disappoints in Queensland but watch out for Katter in Canberra

If the hype didn’t quite match that of Pauline Hanson’s One Nation Party back in 1997, it was certainly close enough.

Much was expected of the big man in the even bigger hat at this year’s Queensland election. From Federal MP Bob Katter’s announcement in May last year that a new conservative party was needed in Australia, through to the fraught and fractured campaign to elect Queensland’s 54th parliament, the anticipation was that a powerful new third force would again keep the major parties accountable.

But it wasn’t to be. After some analysts, including myself, initially predicted between four and six seats for the fledgling populist movement, the 24 March state election resulted in
just two seats for Katter’s Australia Party (KAP) — exactly the same number with which they entered the campaign.

Dalrymple MP Shane Knuth — elected to the northern rural seat in 2009 on an LNP ticket, and defecting in disillusionment to KAP in October 2011 — easily won with 67% of the two-party-preferred vote. Similarly, Robbie Katter, son of Bob, won the north-western mining seat of Mt Isa with 61%. It appeared these two capitalised on the Katter brand name, as well as the usual regional angst that great distances produce.

Yet despite varied predictions of its own — ranging from equalling Pauline Hanson’s 11 seats, to holding the balance of power, to governing in its own right — the party that shuns globalisation, free market economics and political correctness will not be disappointed with its 11.5% of the state-wide vote. For the moment, however, the party’s inner circle will study the entrails of defeated seats to determine what went wrong.

State KAP leader Aidan McLindon, for example, was easily defeated in his rural southeast Queensland seat of Beaudesert, attracting just 40% of the two-party-preferred vote. First elected in 2009 on an LNP ticket, McLindon soon resigned to sit as an independent, then formed his own Queensland Party. Perhaps failing to understand that Beaudesert hardly resembles the deep north and is, instead, a more traditional conservative region unimpressed by the vocal populists (Pauline Hanson scored just 21 per cent there in 2009), McLindon’s re-election prospects were compromised from the moment he joined the Katter party.

Similarly, star candidate and former cricketer Carl Rackemann failed to meet expectations in the rural seat of Nanango, once home to National Party leviathan and long-time Premier Joh Bjelke-Petersen, winning just 42%. After endorsing One Nation-turned-Independent MP Dolly Pratt since 1998, Nanango turned its back on populism and returned to the LNP fold.

Not unexpectedly, in Brisbane metropolitan seats the Katter vote was negligible. In the key seat of Ashgrove, for example,
the KAP attracted just 1.5% of the primary vote.

Exactly why the KAP fell well short of expectations is not so easily determined. But while a positive embrace of LNP leader Campbell “Can Do” Newman (and not just a rejection of Premier Anna Bligh) features large, a flawed KAP campaign must also share in the blame.

For one, the “blokey” party seemed to appeal only to men, with Katter himself championing fishing and shooting rights in the bush. The party fielded just eight women among its 76 candidates.

For another, the KAP broadcast a curious choice of television advertisements. One claimed Newman was a supporter of gay marriage (and attracted widespread condemnation for alleged homophobia), while another depicted marching Chinese soldiers to stir fears of foreign ownership.

Every minute spent defending the advertisements thereafter saw one fewer minute selling other, potentially popular, policies such as a moratorium on the hot-button coal seam gas issue, or the mandating of ethanol fuel to support the sugar industry. It seemed even viral videos of Katter breakdancing, and of McLendon singing Bad Boys, failed to change the mood.

But perhaps the final straw was the party’s lost court appeal to have the name “Katter”, and not just “The Australian Party”, printed on ballot papers. With voters rarely sympathetic to political parties’ legal problems, the appeal merely resembled sour grapes.

But not all is lost for Bob Katter who describes his team as a “small guerrilla army” determined to fight on. Katter’s next sights are undoubtedly on Canberra, and with a potential $500,000 coming the KAP’s way as a result of last Saturday, a significant war chest has already been established for the federal 2013 campaign. Apart from Katter’s inevitable re-election to the House of Representatives, an 11% primary vote would also see success at a regular half-Senate election. The potential to hold or share the balance of power in the upper house must surely be high on the KAP agenda.
For the short-term, the KAP will slip below the radar. But expect an even more energetic Katter, and possibly Aidan McLindon, next year.